Spring 2021 Ballot

Executive Candidates

President:
Jill Fields

Executive Vice President:
Sam Rickert

VP for Academic Affairs:
Amanda Allen

VP for External Affairs:
Madeline Martin

VP for Financial Affairs:
Sullivan Irvine

VP for Student Affairs:
Jack Steinmetz

VP of Diversity Equity and Inclusion:
Lauren Gilonske

Executive Secretary:
Colin Marcum

Senate Candidates

Arts and Sciences:
Colby Ryan Lewis
Darius Andre Thomas
Ella Jane Canalizo Kutner
Heisman Jospeh Olszewski
James William Goodloe
John Morris Richardson
Johnson McKinley Dodd
Jordan Antonio Jones
Kayli Jian Lucas
Kyler Jordan Durrence
Luke Clayton Schroeder
Mary Kathryn Grossmann
Porter Lawrence O'Doherty
Ruthanne Blair Carter
Shane Scott Scadden
Taryn Elizabeth Geiger

**Commerce and Business Administration:**
Andrew Tanner Bregman
Benner Neuhoff Page
CJ Pearson
Drew Michael St. Charles
Grayson Michael Shook
Hope Elisabeth Rider
John Collier Dobbs
John Owen McLendon
Joseph Christopher Strzalka
Lauryn Tyler Parker
Mitchell Rogers Azar
Sims Bradley Johnson

**Education:**
Joseph Brad Day
Isabella Gray Talbert
Abigail Elise Ratliff

**Engineering:**
Cameron Lynn Doyle
Charles Wanner Crouse
Deborah Soyoe Oberkor
Grant Christian Haidu
Jacob Matthew Gifford
Luke Joseph Dille
Nathaniel James Fulmer
Wyatt Mordecai Brunette

**Communication and Information Sciences:**
Alison Elizabeth Gaston
Jenna Elizabeth Berkower
Katie Elizabeth Morris
Malea Danyelle Benjamin
Sarah Elisabeth Corona

**Nursing:**
Rachel Athena Cordry
Henry Francis Boyle

**Graduate:**
Jennifer Baggett
Rebecca Rose Lutonsky
**Human and Environmental Sciences:**
Grace Elizabeth Federico
Katherine Dovell Owen Dansereau
Paige Victoria Hoss
Sarah Mason Avery

**Social Work:**
Hallie S Foster
Lauren Elizabeth Rouse